2001 Michigan MLK Memorial 
Questions by Illinois A (Dom Ricci and Urbana’s Answer to the O’Reilly Factor, Chris Vicich)

1,In this work Juan Martinez and Alva Hardwick are pursued by a party of men that does not listen to the pleas of Arthur Davies or Judge Tyler. The book ends tragically when Willard Tetley’s son Gerald hangs himself in a barn after he is forced to do the same to Martin. FTP identify this novel narrated by Art Croft, which focuses on an 1885 event in the Nevada town of Bridger’s Wells and was written by Walter Van Tillburg Clark.
The Ox-Bow Incident 
 
2.Its inefficiency spurred the evolution of the C4 pathway, which increases the carbon dioxide concentration around this catalyst. Accounting for 16% of the protein found in chloroplasts, it is the most abundant protein on Earth. Essential to the dark reaction of photosynthesis, FTP, what is this enzyme that catalyzes the transformation of ribulose-5-phosphate and carbon dioxide to two 3-phosphoglycerates in the Calvin cycle?

Answer: Ribulose 1-5-Biphosphate Carboxylase or Rubisco
 
3.Introduced to Russian literature by Velimir Khlebnikov and Vladimir Mayakovsky, visual examples of this movement include The City Rises and Development of a Bottle in Space. It was applied to architecture by Antonio Sant’Elia in 1914, five years after it was proclaimed in a manifesto published in Le Figaro by Filippo Marinetti. FTP, what was this early 20th century Italian-centered art movement of Umberto Boccioni that emphasized mechanization, dynamism and speed?

Answer: Futurism (or equivalent)
 
4.In the four years after its implementation, more than 20 million people starved to death. It began with the establishment of an experimental commune in the province of Honan in 1958. It achieved failure through policies of melting down peasants' farm tools and slaughtering farm animals. FTP, what was this Chinese program which attempted to produce labor-intensive industrialization without heavy machinery?

Answer:  Great Leap Forward

5.Spoken by about sixty million people, its regular nouns are categorized into genders by prefixes that denote number. Evidence suggests that this language subgroup of the Niger-Congo family originated around the modern Cameroon-Nigeria border, and it includes Xhosa, Rwanda, Makua and Zulu. FTP, what is this language group in which Swahili serves as a primary lingua franca?

Answer: Bantu

6.Originally developed in 1988 in the laboratory of Roussel-Uclaf, the US patent rights to this product were transferred to Danco Laboratories after being donated to the Population Council. It operates as a progesterone blocker and misoprostol must be taken to complete the procedure. Recently approved for sale in the United States as Mifeprex, FTP, what is this abortion pill?

Answer: Mifepristone (accept Mifeprex or RU-486 before it is mentioned)

7.Hari Krishen died of small pox at the age of eight. Angad developed the writing script Gurmukhi. Ram Das founded the city of Amritsar and his son, Arjun, built the golden palace of Harimandir. The last, Gobind Singh, delegated his secular authority to the panth and his spiritual authority to the Adi Granth. Beginning with Nanak, FTP, who were these first ten leaders of Sikhism?

Answer: Gurus

8.This perturbation is responsible for the frequency of the 21-centimeter line because it produces a triplet and a singlet state in the ground state of hydrogen. Arising from the magnetic dipoles of both the orbital electron and nucleic proton, it is the result of spin-spin coupling. FTP, what is this energy perturbation that is about ten to the negative fourth times smaller than that of the fine splitting?

Answer: Hyperfine splitting

9.He embraced Hellenistic culture to the extent that he wore a beard and had a relationship with the Bithynian youth Antinous. Although he completely rebuilt the Pantheon, it was his resolve to locate the colony Aelia Capitolina on the site of Jerusalem that precipitated the Bar Kokhba insurrection in 132. FTP, what "good" Roman emperor rolled back the extensive borders set by his predecessor Trajan?

Answer: Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus

10.This man once pitched a tent on the lawn of John Crowe Ransom and lived there for a year in order to study under the older poet.  He served a year in prison for being a conscientious objector during World War II, which served as the inspiration for the poems “In the Cage” from the collection Lord Weary’s Castle and “Memories of West Street and Lepke” from Life Studies.  FTP, name this American poet, widely regarded as the founder of “confessional poetry,” who is also famous for “The Dolphin” and “For the Union Dead.”

Answer: Robert Traill Spence Lowell Jr.

11.The promised effect of the title object occurs only because the protagonist’s wealthy uncle has died and left him rich. The village beauty, Adina, is courted by both the sergeant of the garrison, Belcore, as well as a peasant who is inspired by the story of Tristan and Isolde. FTP, in what Donizetti opera does the desperate Nemorino resort to purchasing the titular substance from Dr. Dulcamara, unknowing that it is only a bottle of Bordeaux?

Answer: The Elixir of Love or L’Elisir d’amore

12.Containing the Crary Rise and Roosevelt Island, the Edward VII Peninsula juts into it. It is accessible from the northwest through McMurdo Sound and from the northeast through the Bay of Whales, which is where Richard Byrd established five Little America stations. Named for the British explorer who discovered it in 1841, FTP, what is this Antarctic ice shelf bound on the north by the Ross Sea?

Answer: Ross Ice Shelf

13.This effect explains why at high pressures graphite converts to diamond and why pressurized ice melts. In an electrodynamic system it manifests itself through Lenz's law. It states that when a reversible reaction at equilibrium is displaced by a change in conditions, then the reaction proceeds in the direction opposite to the change. FTP, what is this law of equilibrium named for the French chemist who discovered it?

Answer:  Le Chatelier’s principle

14.They were defined on scales of one through seven so that the extreme conditions were 117, 171, and 711, while the normal person was 444. These morphological classifications were developed in the 1930’s by William Sheldon in an attempt to correlate human personality to body structure. FTP, what was this division of human physical characteristics into endomorphic, ectomorphic and mesomorphic?

Answer: Somatotyping or Somatotypes (prompt on endomorphic, mesomorphic or ectomorphic)

15. As a response to critics who called this novel immoral, the author added a famous preface to later editions that contains the line “There is no such thing as a moral or an immoral book.  Books are well written, or badly written. That is all.”  As the title character causes the suicide of his fiancee Sibyl Vane and begins a descent into London’s low society, his moral decay is reflected in the title object.  FTP, name this novel by Oscar Wilde, which centers on a portrait of the protagonist painted by Basil Hallward.

Answer: The Picture of Dorian Gray

16.They rose to power in the aftermath of the Battle of the Great Zab River, and their governing systems synthesized Sasanian tradition with Islamic law. Deriving legitimacy through the uncle of the Prophet Muhammad, they established their capital at Baghdad and reached their peak under Harun al-Rashid. FTP, what was this second great caliphate of the Muslim world, which lasted from 750 to 1258, and succeeded the Umayyads?

Answer: Abbasid caliphate 

17.His first term began with a thirteen-day transit strike and he was elected to his second term of “the second toughest job in America” on a Liberal-Fusion ticket. Marketing his town as “Fun City,” his ideas for a Civilian Complaint Review Board and the Forest Hills co-op alienated the middle class voters who had made him the first Republican elected to his position since Fiorello LaGuardia. FTP, who was this mayor of New York City from 1966 to 1973?

Answer: John Lindsay

18.During their “Sex and Death” tour, this group would often play their set list in alphabetical order. Their demo, the Purple Tape, got them signed by 4AD Records, who released their EP Come On Pilgrim and their first album, Surfer Rosa. In 1989 they had hits on the modern rock charts with “Monkey Gone to Heaven” and “Here Comes Your Man” from their 1989 album Doolittle. FTP, what was this alternative rock group fronted by Black Francis which Kim Deal left to rejoin the Breeders?

Answer: The Pixies

19.Although it was eventually proved by Markov for the general case, de Moivre first demonstrated that it was applicable to the binomial distribution. In that case n Bernoulli trials, each with a success rate of p, will produce a bell curve with mean n times p and variance n times p times one minus p when n is big. FTP, what is this statement that the sum of large number of independent random variables asymptotically approximates the Gaussian distribution?

Answer:  Central Limit Theorem

20. He is self-conscious about his thinning hair and has known the arms already, “that are braceleted and white and bare.” He has measured out his life in coffee spoons and at the beginning of the poem asks the reader to join him under the sky- spread out like a patient etherized upon a table. FTP identify this hopeless middle- aged speaker of a 1915 poem by TS Eliot.
The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock

21.Sometimes performed with rhodium or iridium, the reaction takes place on the surface of the metal, and therefore the addition taking place is a syn-addition. An analogous reaction for alkynes uses a mixture of palldium, barium sulfate, and quinoline, called Lindlar’s catalyst. More often performed with palladium, platinum, or Raney nickel, FTP identify this chemical process, the reduction of an alkene’s double bond.

A : _catalytic hydrogenation_ (prompt on “hydrogenation”)

22. Facing Eleanor Roosevelt, the second one was as unsuccessful as the first. Though the creation of the Civilian Conservation Corps provided some consolation to participants, their goal was not met until the congressional disbursement of $2.5 billion in 1936, some 4 years after General Douglas MacArthur employed tanks and tear gas in the dispersal of some twelve to fifteen thousand protestors.  FTP, name this Depression-era uprising of World War I veterans demanding immediate compensation for military service.
Answer: Bonus Army


23.The namesake of an 1820 poetry collection by Keats, she was a Libyan princess who was unable to close her eyes after Hera murdered her offspring, for which she vowed revenge. Although she had the ability to change herself into a beautiful woman, FTP, what mythological creature was actually shaped like a serpent.
Lamia

24.They came back from a 33-13 deficit against Los Angeles during their 1985 season opener when their quarterback completed three touchdowns of 52, 40 and 39 yards in the final ten minutes. Although they used Todd Fowler and Sam Harrell out of the backfield, it was their receiving corps, which included Clarence Verdin, Richard Johnson and Ricky Sanders, that did most of the scoring in their pioneering Run and Shoot offense. FTP, what was this USFL team helmed by Jim Kelly?

Answer: Houston Gamblers

25.Trained as a teacher, he entered politics in 1960 and in 1964 joined a group fighting for his country’s independence. Imprisoned in 1970, he became leader of his party in 1976 and was elected Prime Minister in 1980. Originally a bright spot in Africa, his government has lapsed into corruption and cronyism, culminating with the illegal occupation of white farms by his party hacks last year. FTP, identify this African leader, dictator of Zimbabwe.

A: Robert _Mugabe_

26. Trained as an architect, she later took on stints as an artist and as an aerobics instructor.  Switching to the movie industry, she penned the scripts for "Electric Moon" and "In Which Annie Gives It To Those Ones." An uproar ensued after she critcized "Bandit Queen," a film biopic of Phoolan Devi, a folk heroine who was one of India's most wanted criminals of the 1980’s.  Her tragic chronicle of fraternal twins Estha and Rahel set in 1960’s Kerala won her the 1997 Booker Prize.  FTP, name the author of "The
God of Small Things."
Answer: Arundhati Roy








1. Answer the following dealing with statistical mechanics FTSNOP.

5: Identify the quantity which represents the "disorder" of a system. 

Answer:  Entropy

10: In the microcanonical ensemble, the partial derivative of entropy with respect to energy defines the absolute scale of what quantity?

Answer: Temperature

15: According to what theorem does each quadratic degree of freedom contribute one-half times Boltzmann's constant times the absolute temperature to the average energy of the system?

Answer:  Equipartition theorem

2. Identify the following about the Great Schism of the Catholic Church FTPE.

A. Name either the Italian pope elected in 1378 whose dictatoral style alienated the French cardinals, or the antipope selected by those cardinals in his place.

Answer: Pope Urban VI; Antipope Clement VII

B. Antipope Clement VII and his supporters established their court in what French city where the papacy had resided from 1309 to 1377?

Answer:  Avignon

C. The Great Schism ended with the unified election of Pope Martin V in 1417 at this church council that also saw the denouncement of John Wycliffe.

Answer: Council of Constance

3. Identify the baseball players FTPE.

A. This world home run king hit 868 homers during his career with the Yomiuri Giants.

Answer: Sadaharu Oh

B. The only Negro League first baseman in the Hall of Fame, this career .355 hitter teamed with Josh Gibson to lead the Homestead Grays to nine straight titles.

Answer: Walter “Buck” Leonard

C. This Japanese outfielder and batting champion will be making his Major League debut with Seattle in the 2001 season.

Answer: Ichiro Suzuki

4. Identify the author from works, 30-20-10.
A. Ratner’s Star, Running Dog, Great Jones Street
B. Americana, Endzone, The Names
C. Libra, Mao II, White Noise

Answer: Don DeLillo

5. Identify the human skeletal processes FTPE.

A. The bottom tip of the sternum.

Answer: Xiphoid process

B. The projection of the ulna that forms the elbow joint.

Answer: Olecranon process

C. The pyramidal projection from the base of the skull directly below and behind each ear.

Answer: Mastoid process

6. Identify the philosophical terms FTPE.

A. This type of proposition is “necessarily true on purely logical grounds and serves only to elucidate meanings already implicit in the subject.”

Answer: Analytic proposition

B. Kant defined this type of knowledge as that which comes purely from reasoning, independent of experience.

Answer: A priori knowledge

C. Kant also argued that this essential substance of a physical object was unknowable.

Answer: Ding-an-sich or thing-in-itself

7. Identify the member of “Les Six” FTPE.

A. Three of this composer’s ballets, Les Facheux, Les Matelots, and La Pastorale, were produced by Diaghilev.

Answer: Georges Auric

B. His oratorios included King David, Joan of Arc at the Stake, and The Dance of Death.

Answer: Arthur Honegger

C. His operas included The Breasts of Tiresias and The Dialogs of the Carmelites. 

Answer: Francis Poulenc

8. Identify the metamorphic rocks FTPE.

A. It is a rock with fine crystals notable for a strong tendency to split into layers and poorly developed banding. It is formed under low temperatures and pressures, and contains high concentrations of mica minerals.

Answer:  Schist

B. This coarse-to-medium grained rock has a lower tendency to split into layers than schist. It displays well developed banding and contains quartz and feldspar minerals.

Answer:  Gneiss

C. It is a fine-grained rock formed from shale, clay or mud that readily cleaves into thin durable slabs. Its primary minerals are mica, chlorite, and quartz.

Answer:  Slate

9. Identify these Alfred, Lord Tennyson poems from its opening line for ten points each.

A.  “Half a league, half a league, / Half a league onward...”

Answer: The Charge of the Light Brigade

B.  “’Courage!’ he said, and pointed toward the land, / ‘This mounting wave will roll us shoreward soon.’”

Answer: The Lotos-Eaters

C.  “Strong Son of God, immortal Love, / Whom we, that have not seen thy face, / By faith, and faith alone, embrace...”

Answer: In Memoriam

10. Identify the following about psychoses FTSNOP.

A. For 5 points each, identify the two classes into which psychoses are divided, one of which encompasses those that are the product of physical abnormalities and the other that includes everything else.

Answer: Organic and Functional

B. FTP, this class of functional psychoses is characterized by extreme depression and/or mania.

Answer: Affective psychoses or major affective disorders

C. FTP, this common type of functional psychosis is broadly divided into simple, hebephrenic, catatonic and paranoid cases.

Answer: Schizophrenia

11. Identify the following types of particles, FTPE:

10: This particle consists of an even number of quarks and antiquarks.

A: _mesons_

10: This particle consists of three quarks, all of different color to result in a neutral color

A: _baryons_

10: Baryons and mesons are subtypes of this particle class, defined as any particle made of quarks and thus subject to the strong nuclear force.

A: _hadrons_

12. Identify the following about the recently deceased broadcast journalism pioneer Robert Trout FTPE.

A. Trout coined this terms to describe President Franklin Roosevelt’s series of radio addresses.

Answer: Fireside chats

B. Trout considered his biggest career gaffe his premature call that this event began on June 3, 1944. 

Answer: D-Day Invasion or Normandy Invasion (or equivalent)

C. Although he retired in 1996, Trout continued to provide commentary for this program on National Public Radio.

Answer:  “All Things Considered”

13. Identify the business practices FTPE.

A. This is the selling of goods in a foreign market at lower prices than those charged in the home market.

Answer: Dumping

B. This is the simultaneous purchasing of a commodity at a low price in one market and reselling it in a market where it has a higher price in order to profit from the price differential.

Answer: Arbitrage

C. This is a transaction in which a future exchange of currencies is contracted at a pre-determined rate.

Answer: Forward exchange

14. Identify the following about the early stages of Hundred Years' War FTPE.

A. The war erupted in 1337 when Philip VI, the first king of this French dynasty, attempted to seize the duchy of Guyenne in Aquitaine from the control of Edward III.

Answer:  Valois

B. The prolific use of longbowmen propelled the English to their first major victory in what 1346 battle?

Answer: Battle of Crecy

C. What son and heir apparent of Edward III led the English armies to victory at the Battle of Poitiers in 1356?

Answer:  Edward the Black Prince or Edward of Woodstock

 15. Identify the characters from the Aeneid FTPE.

A. This father of Aeneas was carried on his son’s shoulders away from the burning city of Troy.

Answer: Anchises

B. This Trojan is Aeneas’ “faithful” companion.

Answer: Achates

C. In order to gain insight into the future, Aeneas sought out this queen of the Harpies.

Answer: Celaeno

16. Identify the nationalist African leaders FTPE.

A. As leader of the Convention People's Party, this prime minister of the colonial Gold Coast led Ghana from its independence in 1957 until 1966.

Answer: Kwame Nkrumah

B. This member of the Kikuyu tribe helped organize the fifth Pan-African Congress and served as president of Kenya from 1964 until his death in 1978.

Answer: Jomo Kenyatta or Kamau Ngengi

C. A founder of the Order of African Unity, this statesman became the first president of Tanzania in 1964.

Answer: Julius Kambarage "Mwalimu" Nyerere



17. Given a compound, identify what its molecular geometry will be in Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion theory, FTPE.

A. methane, CH_{4}

Answer:  Tetrahedral

B. ammonia, NH_{3}

Answer:  Trigonal Pyramidal

C. bromine pentafloride, BrF_{5}

Answer:  Square Pyramidal

18. Identify the figure of medieval French literature being described for ten points each.

A.   This poet is best known for his tales of King Arthur’s Round Table, including “Parsifal” and “Lancelot, Knight of the Cart.”

Answer: Chretien de Troyes

B.   This earliest known French woman poet wrote several Aesop-inspired fables called “Ysopets,” and verse narratives on romantic and magical themes.  The name by which she is known is derived from a line in the epilogue of her fables.

Answer: Marie de France

C.   This man wrote “Le Grand Testament” and “Le Petit Testament,” but is perhaps best remembered today for his thuggish side, including supposedly having stabbed a priest in a street fight.

Answer: Francois Villon

19. Identify these countries or regions FTPE.

A. Involved in a civil war with Ethiopia from the time it was annexed in 1962 until it declared its independence in 1993, this African country re-entered war with Ethiopia over a boundary dispute in 1998.

Answer:  Eritrea

B. This region in northern India has been the scene of a three way war between India, Pakistan, and Muslim separatists since 1948.

Answer:  Kashmir

C. The eastern territory in its namesake country from 1922 to 1992, it peacefully separated from its sister state to form two independent nations on January 1 of the following year.

Answer:  Slovakia

20. Answer the following about the Mexican-American War FTPE.

A. At what February 1847 battle occuring in a mountain pass outside of Monterrey did American forces under Zachary Taylor defeat a Mexican army by means of superior artillery?

Answer: Battle of Buena Vista or Battle of Angostura

B. What American general captured the seaport of Veracruz, then marched inland to Mexico City, thus forcing the Mexican government to capitulate?

Answer: Winfield Scott

C. What 1846 treaty appropriations bill amendment named for a Pennsylvanian congressman would have banned slavery from any territory acquired from Mexico but was never passed?

Answer:  Wilmot Proviso

21. Given a building, identify its primary architect FTPE.

A. The Harvard University Graduate Center

Answer: Walter Gropius

B. The “Glass House” in New Canaan, Connecticut

Answer: Philip Johnson

C. Building 66, aka the Ralph Landau Building, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Answer: Ieoh Ming Pei

22. Identify the following the Nehru family, FTPE:

5: This Nehru scion was assassinated in 1984 by her bodyguards in retaliation for her ordering the storming of the Golden Temple.

A: _I_ndira _Gandhi_

10: Indira Gandhi’s son, he too was assassinated by Tamil terrorists in 1991.

A: _R_ajiv _Gandhi_

15: Indira Gandhi’s other son, he was her designated political heir until his death in q plane crash in 1980.

A: _S_anjay Gandhi

23. Identify the following about the 2000 National book awards FTPE.

A. This author won the fiction award for In America even though critics considered that work inferior to her 1992 novel The Volcano Lover.

Answer: Susan Sontag

B. Nathaniel Philbrick won the non-fiction award for In the Heart of the Sea which chronicled the real-life tragedy that inspired what Melville work?

Answer: Moby Dick, or the White Whale

C. This author of The Halloween Tree and The Illustrated Man was presented with an honorary award.

Answer:  Ray Bradbury












